
STAT 491 - Lecture 10: Hierarchical Modeling

Hierarchical Modeling

Hierarchical models are mathematical descriptions involving multiple parameters such that the credible values
of some parameters meaningfully depend on the values of other parameters.

- The textbook discusses coins minted at the same factory and how a factory may generate head-biased or
tail-biased coins.

- We will extend the

## # A tibble: 18 x 4
## player position FTA FTM
## <fct> <fct> <dbl> <dbl>
## 1 Aldridge F 55.0 42.0
## 2 Durant F 103 92.0
## 3 Favors F 23.0 11.0
## 4 Green F 67.0 46.0
## 5 Horford F 29.0 22.0
## 6 James F 162 113
## 7 Jordan F 56.0 22.0
## 8 Love F 75.0 63.0
## 9 Olynyk F 30.0 22.0
## 10 Beal G 61.0 50.0
## 11 Curry G 114 103
## 12 Harden G 115 101
## 13 Irving G 84.0 76.0
## 14 Leonard G 102 95.0
## 15 Oladipo G 6.00 6.00
## 16 Parker G 14.0 14.0
## 17 Paul G 33.0 29.0
## 18 Wall G 93.0 78.0

- Let ω be a parameter that
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-Then we are interested in the joint posterior distribution, p(θ, ω|D). The joint posterior can be factored as:

- The implication of the refactoring of this equation is that the data depend only on the value of θ (the player
specific free throw shooting percentage). Moreover, θ depends on ω.

- Practically, the implication of this model is that the estimated free throw shooting percentage of a player
depends on their actual shots

- Hierarchical models are also common in educational statistics settings where students are grouped into
schools/classrooms.

Single Player Model

First consider modeling the free throw shooting for a single player. Let yi = 1 if the ith free throw is made
and 0 otherwise.
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• Now consider a re-parameterization of the beta distribution, where instead of using a and b, the
distribution is expressed in terms of the mode ω and a concentration parameter κ. Formally ω =
(a− 1) (a+ b− 2) and κ = a+ b.

Now we can rewrite the prior as:

θ ∼ Beta(a, b) = Beta(ω(κ− 2) + 1, (1− ω)(κ− 2) + 1).

• The implication of the previous equation is that the value of θ now depends on ω and κ. The parameter
θ will be near ω and the concentration around ω depends on κ.

• Up to this point, nothing has really changed. We could go ahead and specify values for ω and κ in the
same fashion as we have previously with a and b. However, rather than directly choosing ω we are going
to consider it to be a parameter and place a prior distribution on it. Specifically let ω ∼ Beta(aω, bω).
For now let κ be a constant.

-Again, we are interested in the joint posterior distribution, p(θ, ω|D). The joint posterior can be
factored as:

p(θ, ω|y) =
=

• This hierarchical model can also be visualized
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Multiple Players from Same Position

• Now consider estimating the free throw shooting percentages for S players from the same position.

• The notation will change slightly so that yi|s is the ith observation from the sth player, so the sampling
model is now

• For each θs, we specify θs ∼ beta(ω(κ− 2) + 1, (1− ω)(κ− 2) + 1). It may help to think of these as
“latent samples” from this distribution.

• This results in a set of

p(θ1, . . . , θS , ω|y) =

• Now we are also going to place a prior on κ, the concentration parameter. We have the constraint that
κ− 2 must be non-negative. So consider κ ∼ Gamma+(Sκ, Rκ), where Gamma+() is a shifted gamma
distribution. So we have

p(θ1, . . . , θS , κ, ω|y) = p(y|θ1, . . . , θS , κ, ω)× p(θ1, . . . , θS |κ, ω)× p(ω)× p(κ)
p(y)
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• This model can also be visualized:

Figure 1: hierarchical model with for multiple players

JAGS Code for Hierarchical Model
# Data
guards <- playoff.free.throws %>% filter(position == 'G')
Nsubj <- nrow(guards)
dataList = list(z=guards$FTM, N=guards$FTA,Nsubj = Nsubj)

# Model - see page 250 in text
modelString <- 'model {

for ( s in 1:Nsubj ) {
z[s] ~ dbin( theta[s], N[s] )
theta[s] ~ dbeta( omega*(kappa-2)+1, (1-omega)*(kappa-2)+1)

}
omega ~ dbeta(1, 1)
kappa <- kappaMinusTwo + 2
kappaMinusTwo ~ dgamma(.01, .01)

}'
writeLines( modelString, con='HierModel.txt')

# RUN JAGS
jags.hier <- jags.model( file = "HierModel.txt", data = dataList, n.chains = 3, n.adapt = 100000)

## Compiling model graph
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## Resolving undeclared variables
## Allocating nodes
## Graph information:
## Observed stochastic nodes: 9
## Unobserved stochastic nodes: 11
## Total graph size: 40
##
## Initializing model
update(jags.hier, 10000)

num.mcmc <- 1000
codaSamples <- coda.samples( jags.hier, variable.names = c('omega', 'kappa','theta'), n.iter = num.mcmc)
par(mfrow=c(3,4))
#traceplot(codaSamples)
guards <- guards %>% mutate(FT.PCT = FTM / FTA)
HPDinterval(codaSamples)[[1]][2,]

## lower upper
## 0.8479940 0.9517781
mean(codaSamples[[1]][,2])

## [1] 0.8997575
cbind(guards, HPDinterval(codaSamples)[[1]][-c(1:2),],post.mean = colMeans(codaSamples[[1]][,-c(1:2)]))

## player position FTA FTM FT.PCT lower upper post.mean
## theta[1] Beal G 61 50 0.8196721 0.7752349 0.9170726 0.8502853
## theta[2] Curry G 114 103 0.9035088 0.8485691 0.9443290 0.8962417
## theta[3] Harden G 115 101 0.8782609 0.8214946 0.9292504 0.8783670
## theta[4] Irving G 84 76 0.9047619 0.8410053 0.9445293 0.8958608
## theta[5] Leonard G 102 95 0.9313725 0.8659398 0.9619222 0.9134742
## theta[6] Oladipo G 6 6 1.0000000 0.7902189 0.9832128 0.8921659
## theta[7] Parker G 14 14 1.0000000 0.8363299 0.9819954 0.9086892
## theta[8] Paul G 33 29 0.8787879 0.8092740 0.9574680 0.8793316
## theta[9] Wall G 93 78 0.8387097 0.8009450 0.9219519 0.8565061
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Shrinkage in Hierarchical Models

• One principle in hierarchical models is that lower level parameters are pulled closer together based on
the higher level parameters. This phenemenon is known as shrinkage, as estimates are pulled closer
together. This is also commonly referred to as borrowing strength.

• Shrinkage results because the lower level parameters are influenced by:
1. the

2.

Lab Exercises

1. Fit independent models using a standard beta prior for θ for the players Curry, Beal, and Oladipo.
Describe the sampling model and priors for these models.

2. Compare the posterior HDI from these models with those found using the hierarchical models.
Note the HPDinterval function can be applied directly to samples from a beta distribution as
HPDinterval(mcmc(data = rbeta(n = 1000, shape1 = a.star, shape2 = b.star))),

3. Reflect on the differences/similarities in the credible intervals and the posterior mean in each situation.
If you were going to bet on the players shooting percentages for the next season, which would you
prefer?
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Multiple Players from Multiple Positions

• Now the hierarchy is extended to another level, where each group will have distinct hierarchical
parameters.

• Essentially, we are modeling that guards and forwards will have different free throw shooting parameters
ω and κ that influence overall group level averages.

• This model can also be visualized:

Figure 2: hierarchical model with for multiple players from multiple groups

# Data
z <- playoff.free.throws$FTM
N <- playoff.free.throws$FTA
s <- playoff.free.throws$player
c <- playoff.free.throws$position
Nsubj = length(unique(s))
Ncat = length(unique(c))
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dataList = list(
z = z ,
N = N ,
c = as.numeric(c) , # c in JAGS is numeric, in R is possibly factor
Nsubj = Nsubj ,
Ncat = Ncat

)

# Model
modelString = "

model {
for ( sIdx in 1:Nsubj ) {

z[sIdx] ~ dbin( theta[sIdx] , N[sIdx] )
theta[sIdx] ~ dbeta( omega[c[sIdx]]*(kappa[c[sIdx]]-2)+1 ,

(1-omega[c[sIdx]])*(kappa[c[sIdx]]-2)+1 )
}
for ( cIdx in 1:Ncat ) {

omega[cIdx] ~ dbeta( omegaO*(kappaO-2)+1 ,
(1-omegaO)*(kappaO-2)+1 )

kappa[cIdx] <- kappaMinusTwo[cIdx] + 2
kappaMinusTwo[cIdx] ~ dgamma( 0.01 , 0.01 ) # mean=1 , sd=10 (generic vague)

}
omegaO ~ dbeta( 1.0 , 1.0 )
kappaO <- kappaMinusTwoO + 2
kappaMinusTwoO ~ dgamma( 0.01 , 0.01 ) # mean=1 , sd=10 (generic vague)

}
"

writeLines( modelString, con='HierModelComb.txt')

# Initialize
initsList = function() {

thetaInit = rep(NA,Nsubj)
for ( sIdx in 1:Nsubj ) { # for each subject

resampledZ = rbinom(1, size=N[sIdx] , prob=z[sIdx]/N[sIdx] )
thetaInit[sIdx] = resampledZ/N[sIdx]

}
thetaInit = 0.001+0.998*thetaInit # keep away from 0,1
kappaInit = 100 # lazy, start high and let burn-in find better value
return( list( theta=thetaInit ,

omega=aggregate(thetaInit,by=list(c),FUN=mean)$x ,
omegaO=mean(thetaInit) ,
kappaMinusTwo=rep(kappaInit-2,Ncat) ,
kappaMinusTwoO=kappaInit-2 ) )

}

# RUN THE CHAINS
parameters = c( "theta","omega","kappa","omegaO","kappaO")
adaptSteps = 50000 # Number of steps to adapt the samplers
burnInSteps = 50000 # Number of steps to burn-in the chains
nChains = 1 # Set to one for printing results - should run more in general
num.mcmc = 50000

# MCMC
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jagsModel = jags.model( "HierModelComb.txt" , data=dataList , inits=initsList ,
n.chains=nChains , n.adapt=adaptSteps )

## Compiling model graph
## Resolving undeclared variables
## Allocating nodes
## Graph information:
## Observed stochastic nodes: 18
## Unobserved stochastic nodes: 24
## Total graph size: 104
##
## Initializing model

# Burn-in:
update( jagsModel , n.iter=burnInSteps )
# The saved MCMC chain:
codaSamples = coda.samples( jagsModel , variable.names=parameters ,

n.iter=num.mcmc)

HPDinterval(codaSamples)

## [[1]]
## lower upper
## kappa[1] 2.00000000 19.2171094
## kappa[2] 4.64497128 219.2724923
## kappaO 2.00000000 2.0011796
## omega[1] 0.10278974 0.9999994
## omega[2] 0.85168826 0.9581510
## omegaO 0.04130876 0.9890726
## theta[1] 0.64450582 0.8589486
## theta[2] 0.81659777 0.9401345
## theta[3] 0.31214249 0.6970913
## theta[4] 0.57596174 0.7875935
## theta[5] 0.59457258 0.8793058
## theta[6] 0.62452453 0.7637689
## theta[7] 0.28900838 0.5545700
## theta[8] 0.74106526 0.9070913
## theta[9] 0.57404211 0.8642721
## theta[10] 0.77556697 0.9156140
## theta[11] 0.84927057 0.9417106
## theta[12] 0.83034513 0.9281087
## theta[13] 0.84336981 0.9462504
## theta[14] 0.86553532 0.9577637
## theta[15] 0.80921141 0.9838751
## theta[16] 0.83382028 0.9886354
## theta[17] 0.80517585 0.9485433
## theta[18] 0.79423466 0.9124620
## attr(,"Probability")
## [1] 0.95
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HW Exercise

Use a dataset containing baseball batting averages and fit a hierarchical model with the groups as the player
positions. Your goal is to model batting averages of the players and assess the differences between the player
positions in this dataset.
BattingAverage <- read.csv('http://math.montana.edu/ahoegh/teaching/stat491/data/BattingAverage.csv')
head(BattingAverage)

## Player PriPos Hits AtBats PlayerNumber PriPosNumber
## 1 Fernando Abad Pitcher 1 7 1 1
## 2 Bobby Abreu Left Field 53 219 2 7
## 3 Tony Abreu 2nd Base 18 70 3 4
## 4 Dustin Ackley 2nd Base 137 607 4 4
## 5 Matt Adams 1st Base 21 86 5 3
## 6 Nathan Adcock Pitcher 0 1 6 1

Assume this is an analysis you have been asked to perform as part of a job interview. Write a 1-2 page
summary of your analysis using R Markdown. This should include an introduction and conclusion.
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